DECK SPILL KIT
- OPA90 Compliant/General Purpose Oil Spill kits

PROVEN OIL SPILL TECHNOLOGY
DECK SPILL KIT - OPA90 Compliant/General Purpose Oil Spill kits

DESMI Ro-Clean has designed a DECK SPILL KIT to meet OPA regulations for shipboard deck spillages. This kit can also be used for docks, piers, barges and other areas where spills can occur.

The DECK SPILL KIT from DESMI Ro-Clean comprises of well-proven equipment and has been formulated with the assistance of major ship owners and operators. It can be used onboard vessel, but is also ideal for any location, be it onboard ship or land based, where it is necessary to keep a small stock of Oil Spill response equipment. It can be customised to the individual customers requirements.

The standard kit comprises of well-proven equipment and has been formulated with the assistance of major ship owners and operators is also ideal for removing oil from rocks or areas with difficult access, and, with the optional storage container can be stowed away neatly until required for training or an emergency.

Advantages of DECK SPILL KIT:

- Extremely compact size
- Can be stacked for easy storage
- Contains a large range of products for dealing with small oil spills
- Can be transferred between vessels/dock as and when needed
- Powerful discharge pump for offloading oil
- Kit meets OPA regulations for shipboard deck spillages

The typical contents of the standard kit are as follows:

- Plastic container with lid – 800L with truck channels (1 piece)
- Heavy duty plastic bags (2 packs, each containing 10 bags)
- Plastic bag with drawcord (10 bags)
- Tyvek white overall – Medium or large (8 pieces)
- Safety Wellington knee boots (4 pairs)
- Gloves PVC no. 601 (16 pairs)
- Heavy duty rubber bucket – 2 gallon/12 litre (2 pieces)
- Squeegee blade with wooden handle (2 pieces)
- Plastic scoop with wooden handle (2 pieces)
- Plastic shovel (2 pieces)
- Polypropylene foot operated wringer bucket – for Hand Mop Kit (1 piece)
- Polypropylene mop head for Hand Mop Kit (2 pieces)
- Wooden handle for mop head (2 pieces)
- DRC Sorbents pads 40 x 45cm (400 pieces)
- DRC Sorbent boom 3 metre x 20cm (8 pieces)
- Sorbaide absorbents (400 pieces)
- Pump and hoses
- An air powered or hand powered pump can be provided with the above as an option.
- The above kit can also be customised to the customers exact requirements depending on the need and where this is to be used.

For more information on Oil Spill Response systems, please visit www.desmi.com